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View of Song Ci style is the understanding of forms and essential characteristics 
of the Song Ci. "System" refers to genre, structure. System view of the Song Ci means 
understanding of Genre style, structure of Song Ci. System concept is part of view of 
Song Ci, concrete embody of understanding of structure form and structural 
relationship. System view of the Song Ci accrued since the beginning of the term birth, 
it created when people continually explored what the style of Song Ci really is. 
However, for long period, research on system view of Ci style of people in Song 
Dynasty is mostly concentrated in view of aesthetics and function. This requires us to 
return to the original state of Song Ci and take our research based on the theory of Ci 
style of people in song dynasty. 
This article is divided into three parts of introduction、text body and summary. 
The introduction introduce meaning of the topic、definition of view of Song Ci 
and system viewe of Song Ci, research history of view of Song Ci. Four chapters in 
body parts: 
Chapter one investigate awareness of concept of Song Ci of people in Song 
Dynasty. Grasp of related concepts of Song Ci is the important aspect to reflect the 
system concept of Song Ci. People’s Independent sense of concept of Song Ci in Song 
Dynasty is derived from analysis and grasp of its structure, and this analysis is mainly 
obtained from structure comparison of poetry and verse, that is, people grasp the 
concept of Song Ci step by step during the structural analysis . 
Chapter two is the people’s understanding of structure of Song Ci. The form of 
structure of Song Ci has been finalized to the late Song Dynasty. The formation of 
“metrical form view” of Song Ci has a profound impact on later and changed little in 
the development course of Song Ci. Meanwhile, in the aesthetic form of the Song Ci, 
critics in Song Dynasty have insights of Song Ci in the aspects of rhetorical form、
textual structure and content framework which have practical guidance to the creation 
of Song Ci. 















Critics of Song Ci are different in awareness of Ci poetry、expression focus and point 
of view. However, they are highly consistent that the Song Ci is music lyrics as 
available song to sing together. So the Song Ci is think of composed by two basic 
elements known as music and diction. These two elements do not constitute a parallel 
relationship structurally and present two relations such as “set poetry from music” and 
“convert poetry to music”. Requirements of rhythm of Song Ci and the rhythm of 
sound are generated based on this point. People in song dynasty consider the ancient 
poetry as “convert poetry to music “, the Song Ci in song dynasty is both “convert 
poetry to music” and “set poetry from music”, and the “convert poetry to music” is 
regarded as the orthodox. 
Chapter four , through analysis of system view of Song Ci of people in song 
dynasty ,shows: the system view of Song Ci possesses two features : combination of 
grasp in macroscopic and compare in microscopic and combination of theory and 
practice. There are both macroscopic grasp of occurrence and development situation 
of Ci style throughout the history of music literature and distinguish the micro 
comparative study on the essential characteristics of Song Ci through specific writing 
style analysis or comparison with others. Their theories about Song Ci are mostly 
obtained through analysis of specific examples and proved by specific examples while 
summing up the theories which reflect to rigorous attitude of scholarship. 
Summary give the conclusion of this paper. 
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